We show anomalous features of Majorana Bound State leakage in the situation where topological Rashba nanowire is dimerized according to the Su-Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH) scenario and an impurity is present at one of the ends of the system. We find that two topological branches: usual, indigenous to Rashba nanowire and dimerized one, existing as a result of SSH dimerization of nanowire, have different asymmetry of spin polarization that can be explained by opposite order of bands taking part in topological transitions. Additionally, introduction of an impurity to the dimerized nanowire influences the leakage of Majorana bound states into the trivial impurity, due to the emergence of Andreev bound states that behave differently whether the system is or is not in topological phase. This results in the pinning of zero energy states to the impurity site for some range of parameters.
I. INTRODUCTION
Systems exhibiting an existence of Majorana Bound States (MBS) show a great promise for the emergence of a new branch of quantum computing -a topological quantum computing, relying on topological superconductors. Quantum computing is a steadily growing field of both physics and nanotechnology, however a working example of its topological counterpart is still yet to be presented. A presumed advantage of topological quantum computing over a "regular" one, is the property of faulttolerant computing [1] . In order to achieve this, non-Abelian quasiparticles [2] have to be employed, hence the interest in MBS, which are believed to possess such properties [3] .
Recently, such quasiparticles have been experimentally uncovered in numerous examples, both in one dimensional (1D) systems (e.g., in form of zero-energy bound states localized at the ends of nanowires deposited upon a surface, due to interplay between spin-orbit coupling, superconductivity and magnetic field) [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] or two dimensional systems (2D) (e.g., edge states around an superconducting island) [16] [17] [18] .
Dimerization alone can allow for topological transition, even if superconductor is not present in the system [19] . For instant, in the Su-Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH) model [19, 20] , two different bonds between atoms are assumed, which makes the atoms dimerize due to Peierls instability. This phenomena generated some interest, but mainly using the combination of Kitaev [2] and SSH models [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . Therefore, we combine aforementioned SSH dimerisation with Rashba nanowire properties in order to obtain a Su-Schrieffer-Heeger-Rashba (SSHR) model.
MBS as an edge phenomena, tends to leak to the furthest elements of the system, even if those parts (e.g. im-purity) do not manifest any topologically non-trivial nature [27] [28] [29] [30] . Here, we check how the leakage of MBS behaves when impurity is attached to the end of dimerized Rashba nanowire, within the SSH scenario (cf. Fig. 1 ), depending on the order of the bond strength and thus the type of the bond between last two sites in the system.
The paper is organized as follows. This section is an introduction to the paper. In Sec. II we introduced the SSH model of the dimerized Rashba nanowire and methods. In Sec. III we discuss results obtained by numerical calculation. Then, we summarize our results in Sec. IV.
FIG. 1. Schematics of the dimerized nanowire proximitized to the isotropic superconductor. Modulation of the hopping integral δ corresponds to the shifts in positions between the neighboring a and b sites in the unit cell Ω (marked by the yellow frame). Sites on selected sublattices a and b are marked by blue and red colors, respectively, while green corresponds to an additional impurity site connected to end of the nanowire.
II. METHODOLOGY
We consider a SSH analogue of Rashba nanowire, where the 1D semiconducting nanowire that is deposited on superconducting substrate ( Fig. 1) is modified with an alternating order of the weak and strong bonds (or vice versa) that emulate and SSH scenario. We model the distance between the neighboring sites a, b (forming the unit cell Ω) by modulation of the hopping integral δ that effectively changes the probability of electron transport between neighboring sites. Similar modulations af-arXiv:2004.00465v1 [cond-mat.supr-con] 1 Apr 2020 fect also the spin-orbit Rashba interactions (Eq. 2). In a natural way, the SSH model describes a system with two sublattices (sites a-and b-type).
Microscopic model. -Our system can be described by the Hamiltonian H = H 0 + H so + H prox . First term:
describes a SSH-like nanowire. The operators c † isσ (c isσ ) denotes creation (annihilation) of the electron with spin σ in i-th unit cell and sublattice s (e.g., site a or b). µ is the chemical potential and h denotes the magnetic field in the Zeeman form. (1 ± δ) is a periodic variation of hopping integral t between nearest neighboring sites, i.e., between sites in different sublattices. We assume, similar modulation also for the spin-orbit Rashba term:
where σ y is the second Pauli matrix and λ describes the strength of the spin-orbit coupling. Last term models the BCS-like superconducting gap, that arises from proximity effect, i.e., deposition of nanowire on superconducting surface [31] :
Impurity is treated as a additional site connected to the nanowire that is not affected by proximity effect, i.e. ∆ imp = 0. In typical situation of homogeneous nanowire, transition from the trivial to non-trivial topological phase occurs for some critical value of magnetic field [32] [33] [34] :
With increase of magnetic field, the quasiparticle spectrum closes and reopens as a new topologically nontrivial gap at h = h c [35] . In the case of the dimerized SSH nanowire, emergence of non-trivial phase depends on the existence of additional parameters (e.g., λ and δ).
Then, value of h c depends on model parameters in nontrivial manner and can be determined analytically (more details can be found in Ref. [36] ), but still, in the limit of δ → 0, condition (4) remains unchanged.
Formalism. -The model Hamiltonian H can be numerically diagonalized by the Bogoliubov-Valatin transformation [37] :
where γ n , γ † n are the "new" quasiparticle fermionic operators. This transformation yields Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations in the form E n Ψ isn = js H is,js Ψ js n , where H is,js is the Hamiltonian in the matrix form given as:
while eigenvector:
The matrix block elements (taking into account both sublattices) are given here by
stands for the spin-orbit Rashba term. Here, we must keep in mind, that the indexes i and s change values over number of unit cells and sublattice indexes, respectively. From this, H is,js is a square matrix with size of 4N × 4N , where N denotes number of sites in the system. In the absence of the impurity N is equal to double of cells number N Ω .
From solution of the BdG equations we can determine the spin resolved local density of states (LDOS) ρ isσ (ω) = −1/πIm c isσ |c † isσ , which can be expressed by [38] :
Also spin polarization asymmetry (SPA) of the LDOS
can give additional information, e.g., about spin polarization of the bound state [39] . In numerical calculations we replace the Dirac delta function by Lorentzian δ(ω) = ζ/[π(ω 2 + ζ 2 )] with a small broadening ζ/t = 0.001. Total LDOS ρ is↑ (ω) + ρ is↓ (ω) in low temperature limit gives information about the differential conductance G(ω) [40] [41] [42] . Similarly, SPA LDOS δρ is can give information about spin polarization of the bound states. Both quantities can be measured in relatively simple way using scanning tunneling microscope (STM) [43] [44] [45] . Experiments with magnetic tip give information about magnetic structure of the bound states in atomic scale [46] [47] [48] . From the theoretical point of view, previous studies in spinfull models shown that the MBS has spin polarization [27, 28, 39, 49] . From this, an existence of topological bound states can be probed via mentioned previously spin-polarized STM measurements [43] [44] [45] (which has been done, e.g., in ferromagnetic atom chains [10, 11] ). This type of measurements can be useful in distinguishing between the ordinary Andreev bound states (ABS) and topological MBS in hybrid nanostructures [50] .
Similar analysis of the system can be performed in the momentum space (more details can be found in Ref. [36] ). In this case, system can be studied via spin resolved spectral function A kσ (ω) = −1/π Im c kσ |c † kσ . From this, band structure and its SPA: δA k (ω) = A k↑ (ω) − A k↓ (ω) can be found [51] . Similarly to LDOS, these quantities can be measured via the angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) technique [52] , even in nanostructures [53] . Existence of the topological phase in the system leads to the observation of the band inversion, clearly visible in the spin polarization of bands. This is typical not only for the case of the topological insulator [51, 54] , but also for other systems in which the topological phase emerges [28, 55, 56] .
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section we will discuss the leakage of MBS to the impurity within the dimerized SSH nanowire.
As for the parameters used in calculation, we took a nanowire composed of N Ω = 100 cells, i.e. N = 200 sites and an additional impurity being a 201 st site (unless stated otherwise). Alternating order of bonds is preserved in the junction between nanowire and impurity. Nanowire is characterized by ∆/t = 0.2 and λ/t = 0.15. Any change in chemical potential µ affects whole system, both the nanowire and impurity. Here, it should be mentioned, that the described results do not depend on the size of the nanowire. Additionally, throughout whole paper, we take h = 0.3t > h c , which ensures that the homogeneous system is in the non-trivial phase. If not stated differently, when nanowire has odd number of sites, it begins with a weak (1 − δ)t bond and ends with a strong (1 + δ)t bond.
The existence of hopping modulation has a negative impact on the usual non-trivial phase. However, for the dimerization-dependent branch it is essential for its existence. Let us start with discussion of the influence of the impurity on Rashba nanowire.
In the Fig. 2 , we show color map of SPA LDOS for ω = 0, as a function of chemical potential µ and hopping modulation δ. Nanowire is in the presence of the impurity, which is connected to the system with strong bond (1 + δ). In Fig. 2 , regions centered around µ = 2t (near the bottom of the band) show parameters of system which allow for hosting of MBS in system. This range of parameters, where the non-trivial phase exist, can be associated with typical limit in the homogeneous system [32] [33] [34] . Additional modulation of hopping introduced by δ does not change the topological character of the system in δ → 0. However, bond modulation creates additional topological branch that allows for existence of MBS in broader range of parameters, in accordance to Eq. (4). This additional, dimerized branch incorporates regions within the band that for some range of modulation of hopping integral a non-trivial phase appears in which MBS can emerge. The abrupt change of the First site is connected to the rest of the nanowire with a weak bond, while impurity site is connected by strong bond. In the case of (b) the impurity is connected with strong bond, which allows for forming of the bridge-like structure. Eigenvalues for parameters along green and yellow lines at (a) are shown in Fig. 3 . Red and blue dots correspond to δA k (ω) for different topological phases, presented on Fig. 4 . Results for system with N = 201 sites and h/t = 0.3. SPA of the system between two branches of topological phase can be explained by the reordering of bands that happens with each band closure at the instance of topological transition [36] . When the bands close at the transition from topologically non-trivial to trivial state (µ 1.8t), they reopen in opposite order during the transition to non-trivial state (within a dimerized topological branch) [57] . Due to the interplay between magnetic field and SOC the change of spin polarization occurs. In Fig. 2(a) we can see a phase space for the first site of nanowire, linked to main part of nanowire with weak bond (1 − δ). This allows for visualization of characteristic feature for investigated system, a parabola at µ/t ∈ (−0.22, 0.22) (as plots are µ-symmetric), which is a manifestation of states of first site of the nanowire, crossing at zero energy. Another distinctive feature can Spectrum of the system for fixed δ = 0.46 (a) and µ/t = −1.5 (b), which corresponds to green horizontal and yellow vertical lines in Fig. 2(a) , respectively. Results in absence of impurity are presented at Fig. 8 in Ref. [36] . be seen on panel Fig. 2(b) , where we can see a SPA LDOS space for the impurity (being a last site of nanowire) which is linked to main part of nanowire with strong bond (1 + δ).
Existence of the bridge-like features can be understood from analysis of the system spectrum presented at Fig. 3 . There, a bridge-like feature emerges due to the existence of ABS, connecting separate topological phases. It is a result of crossing the Fermi level by the eigenvalues of states associated with the existence of impurity, coupled to nanowire by a strong bond. There is no analogue of strong bond feature for a last site when it is not an impurity. In Fig. 3(a) we can see eigenvalues for δ = 0.46 [green line at Fig. 2(a) ], crossing the bridge-like structure. Here, the two zero energy Majorana states are separated by trivial bow tie-like ABS feature (inset). This in-gap state are also clearly visible in the SPA LDOS analyses and are strongly associated with the localization of ABS from one site of the nanowire -near the impurity, cf. Fig. 5 . As we can see, this structure is in fact a manifestation of zero energy crossing of ABS. Similar behavior can be observed in the case of the spectrum of the sys- The SPA of the spectral function δA k (ω). Results for (a) µ/t = −2 and (b) µ/t = −1, with fixed δ = 0.46 (cf. red and blue dots in Fig. 2(a) , respectively). Color corresponds to spin polarization (marked with corresponding arrows) and width of line to total spectral function A k↑ (ω) + A k↓ (ω). tem from µ/t = −1.5 [yellow line at Fig. 2(a) ], shown at Fig. 3(b) .
In contrast to the MBS in isotropic chain (δ = 0), in our results SPA LDOS of MBS has opposite value in different part of phase space (Fig. 2) . This behavior is strongly associated with influence of δ into band structure and its spin polarization (Fig. 4) . Exact analysis of the band structure where MBS exist [28] , shows that the Majorana quasiparticle inherits spin polarization of bands nearest the zero energy, i.e. Fermi level. Here, from studying the band structure, we can observe that the MBS in main branch has typical spin polarization [ Fig. 4(a) ], i.e. ↑. In this case, emergence of the topological phase is associated with band inversion around k = 0. On contrary, SPA of the MBS in dimerization-dependent branch is opposite, i.e. ↓. This is a consequence of the band inversion of the nearly fully filled bands around k = π point [ Fig. 4(b) ]. Summarizing, in our case the SPA LDOS result yield unexpected results if compared to aforementioned results.
Crossing point shows accidental nature of bridge-like feature of zero energy ABS. Thanks to this, it is certain that region connecting two topological branches does not hold MBS, as this would result not only in zero energy state typical for MBS but additionally with an avoided crossing of ABS. On the other hand, if the nanowire would be pristine (no impurity), near-zero energy states that do not mutate into MBS after the topological transition would not show any avoided crossing or bow tie behavior, but instead, follow the MBS-would be state and diverge out of the topological regime. Now, we discuss the zero-energy SPA LDOS, shown at Fig. 5 . In the case of non-trivial phase, the MBS are localized at both ends of nanowire. These states are characterized by the oscillation of the SPA LDOS in space. As we can see, in both branches of the non-trivial phase, LDOS is characterized by opposite SPA. Largest localization of the state is visible at the impurity site (right hand side) -cf. µ/t ∼ −2 main branch and µ/t ∼ −0.75 dimerized branch, ABS are pinned to the impurity. For the intermediate region (µ/t ∼ −1.5) we observe localization of the state mostly at impurity, what is associated with ABS states mentioned before manifested as bridge-like structure in the phase space and, correspondingly, a bow tie region in eigenvalues of Fig. 3 . As we move away from the impurity towards the middle of the nanowire, bridge-like feature will fade away and show no SPA within a distance of about ∼ 20 sites. Additionally, we can observe instances of weak bond parabola states forming on first site (red ovals). These states are characterized by high SPA LDOS and correspond to ABS forming on edge site which is weakly connected to the rest of nanowire.
Here, we should also discuss an important problem of interplay between trivial energy levels (of quantum dot or impurity) with energy levels of SSHR chain, which in topological regime contains MBS. In typical case, when additional impurity is connecting to trivial superconducting system, the ordinary in-gap Andreev bound states emerge [58] . Situation is more interesting when impurity is connected to the superconducting system in topological phase. For instant, this issue was experimentally studied by Deng et al. [59] , in fabricated nanowire with a quantum dot at one end. Topologically trivial bound states were seen to coalesce into MBSs as the magnetic field was increased. Theoretical study of this behavior showed, that the interplay between trivial ABS and topological MBS strongly depends by spin polarization of the ABS [27, 55, 60, 61] , due to positive spin polarization of the MBS [28] . In such case, the avoided crossing or resonance of the ABS energy levels can be observed [62] [63] [64] . Moreover, this behavior can be helpful in distinguishing MBS from ABS [65, 66] . Here we must have in mind, that the boundary of the topological regime of one dimen- sional nanowire is given by relation (4) [55, 67] . In this regime, MBS has the same spin polarization [28] . Contrary to this, in discussed SSHR model, topological phase diagram has more complicated form -due to the existence of the main and dimerization-dependent branches (cf. Fig. 3 ) [36] . Here, spin polarization of the MBS depends on parameters of the system, i.e. in main (dimerized) branch it is positive (negative). Unfortunately, this can lead to ambiguity in distinguishing between ABS and MBS states. Now, we analyze results for system with even (200 in total) number of sites. In such a case nanowire begins with weak bond and connects with a weak bond to impurity ( Fig. 6 ). Number of sites does not affect the results in any other way than just the order of weak/strong bonds. Here, we can see a familiar phase space with two additional parabolas in zero-energy SPA LDOS [ Fig. 6(a) ] forming at µ < 0.3t. µ-position of starting point for outer parabola is linearly dependent on the value of magnetic field. As for the inner parabola, its forms only if the system exists in non-trivial phase, after the gap closing (h > h c ), similar to the bridge-like feature. If nanowire (a) SPA for zero energy DOS phase spaces as a function of µ and δ, in the case of when nanowire begins with weak bond and connects with a weak bond to impurity (cf. Fig. 2 ). Here, our system consists of N = 200 sites. (b) Eigenvalues for the cross-section of (a), along the blue line (δ = 0.5, cf. Fig. 3 ).
would start and end with a strong bond, a bridge-like feature identical to the one from Fig. 2(b) would appear. However, the fact of both bonds being the same would not affect the bridge in any way, in contrast to the situation with weak bond.
IV. SUMMARY
In this paper we have shown that Majorana bound state leakage in Rashba nanowire that is dimerized according to the SSH scenario might behave anomalously when additional impurity is in the vicinity of nanowire. We find that topological branches, usual and dimerized one, have different SPA that can be explained by opposite order of bands taking part in topological transitions, which are closest to Fermi level. Moreover, introduction of impurity along the dimerized nanowire influences the leakage profile of Majorana state into the trivial impurity. Coupling of impurity to nanowire leads to emergence the trivial Andreev bound states, strongly localized around the impurity. In the case of the one-site impurity, this can lead to emergence of states crossing the Fermi level. In consequence we observe trivial zero-energy states in form bridge-like structure, connecting two branches of the non-trivial topological phases. Stemming from this, measurements of both ends of nanowire in search of MBS could resolve an ambiguity created by potential existence of impurities in nanowire.
